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Introduction
Traditionally, the pelvic treatment fields for gynaecological 

canNowadays information security is a vital key problem in 
information communication technology. With the advancements 
of information technology, plenty of digital contents are being 
stored and transmitted in various forms. As a result, the protection 
of digital contents data against non-uniform phenomena, such as 
illegal copying, and guarantee of their secure utility has become 
an important issue. Compared to text data, some intrinsic 
features of image data, such as big size, high diffusion of data 
and strong correlation among adjacent pixels are different 
with expected information. Furthermore, image data requires 
the strong real-time property in communication, therefore, an 
encryption method with fast speed and high security is needed. 
But the traditional algorithms block encryption being extensively 
used now is found to be inefficient for real-time communication 
system [1]. Therefore, too many image encryption methods using 
chaotic maps with more sensitivity to their initial conditions and 
system parameter values and simple structures are proposed. 
There are many algorithms used in image security encryption,  
such as fractional wavelet transform [2,3], p-Fibonacci transform 
[4], gray code [5], vector quantization [6] and chaos [10-29], have  

 
been proposed and among them the image security encryption 
based on the chaotic map is being more widely used. In some of 
the researches have been used, S-box using the chaotic sequence 
is in encryption and decryption system [30-32].

This encryption system can be divided into two parts:

i. One part is generating the security key.

ii. Other part is encryption by using the key.

In the chaotic maps used in creating the security key can 
be divided into two categories: one is one-dimension (1D) 
and other one is multi-dimension (MD). At present, the MD 
chaotic maps are being more widely applied to image security 
encryption systems. But, owing to their composite structures 
and multiple parameters, the difficulty of their hardware/
software implementations and the estimation complexity ware 
increased. Here, the contrary, 1D chaotic map has an advantage 
that their structures are simple; they ware easiest to implement 
and have lowered the computation-cost.

Literature Survey
In this paper, some existing perceptual encryption algorithms 

of MPEG videos are reviewed and some problems, especially 
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Abstract

Medical images are playing for an importance diagnosis of many diseases. However, the securities of medical images are inferior. Therefore, 
the importance of security of medical images is paramount to avoid mishandling moreover; the conventional cryptographic algorithms are 
unable to provide robust security. Hence, an innovative algorithm has been developed to provide robust security to medical images to avoid 
mishandling. In this paper introduces a new method for medical image of making a simple and more effective chaotic system by using two 
differences of the output sequence of same existing one-dimension (1D) chaotic maps. The medical images simulation and security evaluations 
show that the proposed system is able to produce a one-dimension (1D) chaotic system, which is better chaotic performance and wide chaotic 
ranges compared with the previous chaotic maps. To the investigate its applications in medical images security encryption, a novel encryption 
system of linear-nonlinear-linear structure based on total shuffling method is proposed. The experiment was demonstrated the accuracy of 
the medical image’s encryption algorithm. The experiments and security analysis prove that the algorithm has an excellent performance in 
medical images encryption and various brute force attacks. As medical images contain noise, we should apply median filter as preprocessing 
step. And to get improved results we applied histogram equalization for encrypted image to get final encrypted image which is more robust 
than normal encryption.
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security defects of two recently proposed MPEG video perceptual 
encryption schemes, are pointed out. Then, a simpler and more 
effective design is suggested, which selectively encrypts fixed-
length code words (FLC) in MPEG-video bit streams under the 
control of three perceptibility factors. The proposed design is an 
encryption configuration that can work with any stream cipher or 
block cipher. Compared with the previously proposed schemes, 
the new design provides more useful features, such as strict size-
preservation, on-the-fly encryption and multiple perceptibility, 
which make it possible to support more applications with 
different requirements. In addition, four different measures are 
suggested to provide better security against known/chosen-
plaintext attacks.

Gaurav Bhatnagar proposed in this paper, the dual tree 
complex wavelet transform, which is an important tool and 
recent advancement in signal and image processing, has been 
generalized by coalescing dual tree complex wavelet transform 

and fractional Fourier transform. The new transform, i.e. the 
fractional dual tree complex wavelet transforms (FrDT-CWT) 
inherits the excellent mathematical properties of dual tree 
complex wavelet transform and fractional Fourier transform. 
Possible applications of the proposed transform are in 
biometrics, image compression, image transmission, transient 
signal processing etc. In this paper, biometric is chosen as the 
primary application and hence a new technique is proposed for 
securing biometrics during communication and transmission 
over insecure channel.

Proposed Method
In this section, a new image encryption algorithm is proposed 

and its application in information security is verified for medical 
images. The encryption algorithm uses five parameters of 
( )0

0,, , , pX u k N l   as the security key. The diagrams of the proposed 
cryptosystem ware shown in (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed cryptosystem.

Encryption Process 

 Step 1: The size of the color image of  is M N×  divided into 
3 images with R, G and B channels respectively, and then the 
three images are linked to make a grayscale image with the size 
of 3M N×   In this case of the Grayscale image with the size of 
M N× , it will be used without conversion.

Step 2: medical images have more noise than we can use 
A median filter the median filter is used to remove noise from 
images.

Step 3: The image of grayscale is obtained above is converted 

into the 1D image pixel matrix { }1, 2,..... 3P p p pM N= ×  with the size of 
3M N× .

Step 4: X is used in the chaotic system encryption is getting 
in the new chaotic system. The initial values are x0, u and k of 
the chaotic system and is used as the security keys. the new 
chaotic system is ( )3 0M N N× +  times and discard the former 0N     
elements to make a new sequence with 3M N×  elements. Where 
N0 is a constant used as the security key. 

Step 5: we can use and getting the permutation position 
matrix { }' '1, '2.... ' 3X X X X M N= ×  by sorting the chaotic sequence 
X in ascending order. The process is shown in below (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Diagram of A) Generating of permutation position matrix, B) Diffusion process encryption, C) Diffusion process in decryption.
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Step 6: The permuted image pixel matrix
{ }' '1, '2,..... ' 3P p p p M N= ×  by using the permutation position 

matrix X’ and the image pixel matrix P. Permutation equation can 
express as follows.

  ( ) ( )( )' ' ;P i P X i=
 
(1)

Step 7: Diffusion matrix D { }' '1, '2,.... ' 3D d d d M N= ×  then the   
by the following equation.

       ( ) ( )( )14' mod 10 ,256;D i floorX i= ×     (2)

Step 8: Obtain the encrypted image pixel matrix

 { }1, 2,.... 3C C C CM N= ×  from the diffusion matrix D’ and the 
permuted image matrix P’ by the following diffusion equation is.

   
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )mod ' ' , 256 1 ;C i P i D i C i= ⊕ ⊕ −  

(3)

Where ⊕  is the arithmetic plus operator,⊗    bit-level XOR 
operator, and ( )1C i −  the previous encrypted pixel. The process 
is shown in (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Previous work of MRI Image for knee joint of leg.

Step 9: A new encrypted image pixel matrix by
{ }' '1, '2,.... ' 3C C C C M N= ×  rotating the above obtained encrypted 

matrix C to the left by the amount of lp.

Where pl     is used as a security key and [ ]1 1, 3P M N∈ × . The 
new image pixel matrix C’ is obtained in the following equation.

  ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

" ;                    i-lp 1                

" ;      i-lp 1     

C i lp C i

C i lp M N C i

− = ≥


− + × = ≥

 

(4)

The step 9 not only avoids the repetition of linear 
(permutation)-nonlinear (diffusion) conversion to shorten the 
encryption time, but also increases the strength of encryption.

Step 10: Apply Histogram equalization for encrypted image 
to get improved encrypted image.

Step 11: Convert them   into the R, G and B color image with 
the size of M N×    

Decryption Process
The decryption is the inverse process of encryption. The 

permutation and diffusion equations used in decryption are as 
follows.

  ( )( ) ( )0 0 ;P X i P i=
 
(5)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 0mod 1 ,256 ;P i C i C i D i= ⊗ −   (6)

Where is the arithmetic minus operator. The process of 
the equation (6) is shown in (Figure 4). The encryption and 
decryption algorithms are simple, but they are enough to 
increase the strength of encryption. They can be applied not only 
to color image, but also to grayscale image (Table 1).

Figure 4: Present work of MRI Image for knee joint of leg.
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Table 1: MSE and PSNR results of proposed and extension methods.

Images Proposed work         Extension work

 MSE PSNR MSE PSNR

1 44.42822 31.6542 21.08691 34.89067

2 20.26567 35.06319 2.049133 45.0151

Results
Differential Analysis of Medical Image

In the 1D chaotic algorithm is very specific for medical 
images, in order to test the effect of a pixel change on the entire 
cipher Image, present work is usually compared with existing 

work: The Number of Pixels Change Rate (NPCR) and the Unified 
Change Intensity (UACI). (Table 2): lists the medical image of 
NPCR and UACI values. As can be seen from (Table 2): different 
values of present and existing work encryption, the NCPR value 
very close to 1 and UACI value close to 0 [33-37].

Table 2: Correlation, NPCR and UPCI values of proposed and extension methods.

Images   Proposed work Extension work

  Time

(sec) Vertical 
correlation

Horizontal 
correlation

NPCR

 UPCI Time

Vertical

correlation Horizontal 
Correlation NPCR UPCI

1 2.71 -0.023 0.556957 0.99609 0.33463 0.42 -0.06056 0.533729 0.99609 0.33463

2 4.47 -0.4907 0.063144 0.996 0.33463 0.43 -0.56614 0.101228 0.99609 0.33463

Conclusion
As we saw, the security issues for Medical Images are the 

same as for any medical data. At the frontier between information 
security and trust during medical practice, we propose to express 
it in terms of Confidentiality, Availability Reliability, with output 
data integrity &authenticity this such a framework results 
modifying medical image accidental during communicating lossy 
image compressing cause unexpecting loss data image causing 
misdiagnose and responsibly physician shows interprets image 
not informed .

This paper, first, we proposed a method of making very simple 
and high effective chaotic system by using a difference of output 
sequences of the two same existing one-dimension 1D chaotic 
maps. Simulations, performance and evaluations showed that 
this proposed system is proficiency to produce a one-dimension 
(1D) chaotic system with better chaotic performances and 
wider chaotic ranges compared with the previous chaotic maps. 
Secondly, we proposed a novel encryption system of linear-
nonlinear-linear structure based on total shuffling to confirm 
its applications in medical image encryption. Experiments and 
security analysis proved that the algorithm has an excellent 
performance in medical image encryption and various attacks. 
For extension we applied median filter to remove the noise from 
input medical image as well as at encryption stage we applied 
histogram equalization.
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